Term 1 and 2, 2022

Tri Star Gymnastics

A
MESSAGE
FROM
DAVID
This Term UPdate comes to you a little later than
planned. We've been all hands on deck staffing the
programme with covid related shortages which has
meant less time for some of our usual work!
It has been encouraging to see our members return
to training with such enthusiasm in what has proved
to be a very unpredictable time. Our community
seems to be getting pretty good at rolling with the
covid punches, and the omicron outbreak has given
us more opportunity to be nimble, resilient, and
flexible. A special thanks to the families of Tri Star
who have supported their children into regular
classes despite many having to manage the disruption
of time in isolation. It is a juggle for sure, and yet we
know that keeping our young ones in the activities
they love gives them a sense of purpose, progress
and is an important physical outlet. So, thankyou
Mons Dads and caregivers.
Our senior MAG athletes were able to finally don the
fern and represent New Zealand at World Cups in
Germany and Qatar earlier this year. After 2 years
without international competition the boys had a
mixed bag of performances, but all came away with a
few good ‘hits’ and a ton of experience. We were all
ecstatic when Misha Koudinov, William Fu Allen, Sam
and Ethan Dick were selected to the 2022
Commonwealth Games! What an incredible
achievement in such challenging times for high
performance athletes. Travelling with the team will
be Mark Jujnovich (coach) and Gareth Brettell (judge).
Tri Star MAG again proving themselves with such a
strong representation. Good luck everyone!

Aktive has again continued their support of our
Diverse-ability programme in 2022 with a grant of
$23,500.00. This goes a long way to enabling
Catherine and her team to keep our Dgym
programme accessible, and to continue its
development. In this new round of funding Tri Star
has now been able to offer Holiday Programme
training opportunities to our DGym athletes giving
their caregivers a much-needed window of respite
over the holiday periods. It also keeps enables
better continuity for these athletes which for many
is important.
At the end of 2021 we had a refresh of our strategic
plan and identified four key areas to focus on in the
next season here at the club:
1. More athletes more engaged.
2. Developing great coaches from the ground up.
3. A gymnastics community for life.
4. Resilience in a changing sporting landscape.
In our new ‘Focus’ section of UPdate we unpack
some progress we are making in our first strategic
target; more athletes, more engaged; and you can
read ways in which we are working to improve the
experience of our competitive athletes.
I hope you enjoy reading through the awesome
work our people are doing here at the club.
David Phillips - General Manager
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OUR PEOPLE
Kate Speight

In this UPdate we had a chat with our new Athlete Wellbeing Coordinator, Kate Speight. Many of you
will have met Kate already and seen her smiling face in the office in the afternoons

What’s your background
involvement in gymnastics?

have

you

had

any

I am a complete novice when it comes to gymnastics,
but I have a bachelor’s degree in physical education
and a master’s in performance psychology, so I very
much enjoy sports. I lived in Scotland for 3 years,
where I got experience working with a couple of sports
teams as their Mental Skills coach. There has been a lot
to learn but I am really enjoying being in the gymnastics
world!
What are you hoping to achieve in the wellbeing
space at Tri Star?
I am hoping to continue to develop the friendly
environment I have already experienced in the three
months I have been here. I am also hoping to introduce
and teach a range of mental skills to the gymnasts!
What is the craziest thing you have learnt about
gymnastics?
I wasn’t quite aware of the number of hours and
training that the gymnasts put in! It has been
impressive to witness and quite inspiring to see the
commitment from the gymnasts.
What do you like to do outside of work?
I am new to Auckland, so I’ve been enjoying exploring
the city and catching up with friends I haven’t seen for
a while. I like to keep relatively active, so I also enjoy
going on walks or going to the gym. I am also hoping to
do a little more travelling now that the world is opening
up again!
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COMPETITIVE
Term one had its challenges for sure, but our athletes have taken the disruptions of omicron, isolation,
injuries and irregular coaching like champs! Congratulations to Misha, William and Sam for representing
New Zealand at World Cups in Germany and Qatar and Ethan, Mark and Gareth for joining them in all
qualifying to the Birmingham Commonwealth Games. A stellar achievement!
Every comp programme (except Novice Comp) have now nearly finished their competition season and
the athletes and coaches should be incredibly proud of their efforts. There have been podium finishes,
national qualifications and personal bests, but it is the individual milestones I would like to highlight.
Competition performances and results are only one way to measure progress and while important, are
only part of the story. What you may not see on a scoresheet are situations like an injury rehabilitated, a
fear overcome, an out of the gym personal circumstance well navigated … the list goes on. It is important
to remember that there is a context to every performance and not to assume that a less than stellar
performance is due to some sort of failure on the part of the athlete, coach or programme.
All our best to the athletes travelling to Invercargill and Birmingham ... we're so proud of you all! Do your
best and soak up the experience ... you deserve it!

Calendar
13-16 July
17-24 July
25 July
7 Aug
20-21 Aug
27-28 Aug
4 Sep
11 Sep
12-18 Sep
17 Sep
1 Oct
2 Oct
3-6 Oct
7-9 Oct

Nationals (no training at club for all groups)
Training Break (all groups)
Start of term
Eastern Suburbs Gymfest (Novice Comp)
360 Selection (invited athletes only)
Competition Awards Night
Counties Manukau Gymfest (Novice Comp)
Hamilton City Spring Challenge (Novice Comp)
Gym-a-thon
Flight Night
Mason Gillespie Competition
Tri Star Novice Comp
Spring Camp
Gymclub Challenge (Novice Comp)
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Mens Artistic
Nationals is here! A huge amount of work has been put into preparation from coaches and gymnasts
and I’m proud to state that there has been some major progress in skill and routine development in
just the last month. As you may already know sometimes the set routines can be challenging and
inevitably there are times where skills have to be omitted. In this years scramble toward national
champs our MAG program has seen these omissions reduced to virtually zero with boys completing
their routines by the book! I’d also like to congratulate all of our seniors who have managed to add
additional upgrades to their sets in time for nationals!
On the international scene, Will, Sam, Ethan and myself (along with Jorden from Christchurch, and
coaches Mark Jujnovich and Sasha Pozdniakov) will be leaving to the Commonwealth Games just a
week after nationals, and although we would have loved to come and battle it out for the national
title, we are ready to give it our all and show what New Zealand gymnasts are made of at the Games.
Gong Award - Ben Stein from the senior open group has caught his first Kolman on the high bar, I
believe Ben is the sixth New Zealand gymnast to ever catch this difficult release skill, valued as an E in
the code of points.
Hard work award -Liam Bowles has been in a battle with the fly away (back flip) from high bar for 3
years. Liam successfully competed the full level five high bar routine for the first time at Kerrin
Bishop Memorial. Well done Liam, you never gave up and you did it! Oscar Dellow shares the hardest
worker award for finalising his floor and pommel routines after a season long battle with missing
compulsory skills. The grind paid off!

Womens Artistic

Term 1 started 2022 off strong for our WAG Programme. Starting
out with summer camp and finishing the term competing at our first
couple of competitions for the season! It was a lot to pack into one
term.
We have been super proud of the way our athletes have bounced
back after a tough 2021; fitting learning new skills, skill
development and routine and compeitition preparation into a short
time period. Add to that a couple of rounds of athletes and coach
isolation due to covid, I think it was a relief for everyone to get into
the first competiiton of the season at KB Memorial held at Counties
Manukau.
It has been great to see our Squad athletes and new Step 2 athletes
training their new routines in the gym. Pictured above is our Step 2
atheltes at their first Steps competition. Im sure you can tell from
the photo that they managed to have a good time while performing
some great routines.
With our SNR competition season culminating with National
Champs at the end of Term 2, we would like to congratulate all our
WAG athletes on a awesome season, your hard work and
determination has been inspiring. Good luck to all those competing
at Nationals! Go Auckland!
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Trampoline
& Tumble
The Trampoline and Tumble programme has had yet more changes in their coaching team with the
addition of Byrin (Tumble) and Sarah, Amy and Rachel (Tramp) this year. The sudden departure of
Melissa Romeril to Christchurch left us scrambling for solutions and what great solutions we found! All
the coaches have done a great job and we are starting to see their efforts come through in the
performance of the T&T athletes. We now welcome Emily Knight to our programme as Trampoline
Coach from Term 3 onwards.
Term one also saw the start of our new Double Mini Tramp (DMT) class coached by Rachel Schmidt.
Many thanks to Counties Manukau Gymnastics for loaning us their DMT while ours is still in transit. We
have had a great response with 8 athletes in the programme and the majority qualifying to nationals ...
wow!
Our T&T athletes had a nice 'reunion' when they competed in the South Island Champs as Melissa
joined the team as 'stand in' coach. The T&T programme has probably been impacted the most with
covid and other resourcing challenges and we would like to thank the athletes and parents for being so
adaptable.
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Novice
Competition
It has been a busy first half of the year in both the Novice Comp and Squad space filled with goal
setting, testing, and thankfully a 2 full terms of gymnastics!
We have expanded Novice Comp widely across more codes including MAG, WAG, Tumbling and
Trampoline & Tumbling. This gives more opportunities and different pathways for athletes of all ages
and abilities to try our programmes.
It has been great to see athletes come together again in class and gain confidence in all areas whether
it was climbing to the top of the rope or nailing down a certain skill on the high beam or high bar.
A warm welcome to coach Morgan who coaches some of our junior Novice Comp WAG groups and
coach Byrin who takes our Novice Comp tumblers, we are very lucky to have great additions to our
team.
We had a great turn out at our first ever Novice Comp Champs which also marks the first competition
for our athletes this year. This was a great introduction to our newest Novice Comp additions in the
Tramp and Tumble class.
A special mention and congratulations to Millie Cockroft who took out first overall in our Level 3
Unders division at Howick's Recreational Competition!
There are lots of talent coming through and our coaches are excited to continue working with each of
their groups and continue our season, working towards achieving our goals that we had set out in term
1.
All the best to everyone attending competitions in term 3.
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GYMNASTICS
FOR ALL
What a great couple of terms we have had. Although not normal at least time where we were able to stay
open for the whole time! This year we had a few new additions to our coaching team; Isobella Norton, Oli
Lynas and Annaliese Tracey who between them coach a range of classes from boys, Novice Comp
through to Adults classes!
And a special welcome to Morgan who had a break from coaching for the past few years while working
as an Occupational Therapist. Through the pandemic, she realised she really missed working with
children and found her way back at Tri Star as our new GfA Afterschool Lead Coach. She is a fantastic
addition to our team.
A huge thank you to our D-gym parents for being so understanding while Catherine was injured. Myself,
Morgan and Ryan have enjoyed working with your children over the past few weeks and seeing their
development.
This term we also got to have a bonus
Novice Competition event which offered
our GFA kids an opportunity to perform
in the big gym and receive certificates
and medals. Well done everyone!

Calendar
11-22 July Holiday Programme
25 July
Start of term
5 Sep
Enrolments open for Term 4
12-18 Sep Gym-a-thon
2 Oct
Tri Star Novice Comp
2 Oct
Last Day Term 3
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Preschool
Wow, two whole terms in the gym! It seems like it’s been
forever since we’ve had uninterrupted full terms of
classes, but we did it! Thanks to everyone for being
cautious and careful of all our many rules and following
the protocol, it’s made our jobs just that much easier.
Despite some people having to isolate, I’d say term 1 and 2
went super smoothly in the land of the preschoolers, we had
some great progress across both terms with our landing
shapes, rolls, bunny hops, handstands, and I even got to see
some super fancy cartwheels.
We also have had a couple of weeks in the big gym which has
been super exciting for our little ones to experience
gymnastics like "a big kid". At the end of term everyone is
rewarded for their hard work with some certificates and it
was great to see lots of
smiles and photos being taken.
Thanks everyone and see you next term!
Coach Ryan

DGym
Our new DGym holiday sessions were a hit in April and
we’re excited to see everyone for the July holidays!
We’re again running special sessions for some of our older
DGymers as well as open sessions for the community.
One full term and one partial term for some of our DGymers
unfortunately. I have been off injured for the better part of
term two which has meant no gym for some of our athletes.
But thanks to some great colleagues doing what they can,
not everyone had to miss out.
Our DGym athletes have made the most of their time in the
gym, with all of them showing a large growth in abilities and
skills (and especially enjoying the trampolines).
Our gymnasts currently range from 3 to 48 years old with a
vast spectrum of abilities and adversities. With every athlete
our focus is the same athlete centred approach. We will
adjust our coaching delivery and environment to suit the
athlete, removing the barriers to gymnastics. Once those
barriers are removed our gymnasts can show us what
they're really capable of!
Looking forward to seeing everyone again in term 3!
Lead Coach - Catherine Takle
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Afterschool
Kia ora!
I'm excited to be back at Tri Star coaching and coordinating the GfA afterschool sessions!
In Term 1, we saw families return to the gym and complete testing for all our after-school gymnastics
classes. This provides gymnasts and their families with an opportunity to see how they are
progressing, and what skills they can work towards. To check out your child's progress, the results
have been uploaded to their online profile under the Awards banner.
In Term 2, we started learning routines for our Novice Competition in June. This was a great event for
the gymnasts to perform in front of their families, with each gymnast receiving a gold medal! Don't
worry if you couldn't attend, as we have our main GfA competition still to come on 2nd of October,
Term 3.
We look forward to seeing you all back in Term 3!
Ka kite anō, Morgan.
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ATHLETE LEADERS
2022 brings a few new names to our group of athlete leaders as well as some carrying on from last
year. Each of the 2022 Athlete leaders have introduced themselves below. Have a read and get to
know them!
Grace Wellington - WAG
Hi I’m Grace, I’m 16 years old and I have the absolute pleasure of being one of your athlete leaders for 2022. I
have been doing artistic gymnastics for about 13 years and have been competing for about 10 years. This year I
cannot wait for the competition season and seeing all the other clubs again it seems like it’s been forever! Outside
the gym I love to bake, play the drums, dance and hang out with my friends and family. I hope I get to know each
and everyone of you better throughout the course of the year and that everyone has a great year! Please come
and say hi next time you see me at the gym! :)
Poppy Glasgow - WAG
My name is Poppy and I am a step 8 gymnast and I have done gym for 8 years. This year I am looking forward to
competing and learning new skills and also being an athlete leader! I am passionate about mental skill training and I
recently started judging so I am excited to continue that!
Jodi Orias - Novice Comp
My name is Jodi and I’ve been doing gymnastics here at Tri Star for a almost 12 years now. I’m currently training in
Novice competition level 6. I am also a coach here at Tri Star and I coach gym for all classes with ages ranging from
around 3 - 11 years old. Gymnastics is such a big part of my life and I’m very thankful that I’m able to coach and
still continue to train in this amazing sport.
Ollie Lynas - Trampoline
My name is Ollie. I have been a Tri Star for at least 12/13 years with only a couple of short breaks. I started off
doing gymnastics, but when the trampoline group started I joined that. Recently I started coaching afterschool
GFA classes on Tuesdays. I am at the gym most days of the week and so if you see my around feel free to say hi!
This year I can’t wait to get back into competitions after Covid cancelled many of them. I am looking forward to
seeing everybody about the gym and I hope everybody has a great year.
William Fu Allen - MAG
My name is William Fu-Allen, I am 20 years old and I am the MAG programs athlete leader. I have been competing
in competitive gymnastics for around 12 years now and this year is my 4th year at Tristar. I am part of the Senior
Tri Star team and am surrounded by amazing, humble and hard working teammates who always have a positive
attitude towards practices and helping all individuals around them. I am currently in my final year of University
where I am studying a degree in Biological Science majoring in Zoology and Microbiology. My university
experience has been a struggle with Covid but I have thoroughly enjoyed full time study. This year, I look forward
to competing nationally as well as internationally as I have some new skills I want to compete within high pressure
environments. I understand the gymnastics scene can sometimes have a lot of pressure and be quite stressful as
well as the difficulties in juggling school life as well as other co-curricular activities. With this being said, I want to
be as communicative and approachable to all athletes from all disciplines as well as parents, so please don't
hesitate to come talk to me! Look forward to working with everyone in the gym :)
Samantha Andrew-Salter - Tumble
Hey, I’m Samantha and I've been at Tristar for 5 ½ years now. I first started doing girl’s gym when I was 9 and then
later on moved onto Tumbling. I enjoy tumbling because you get to learn so many cool skills and meet a bunch of
new people in doing so. I have qualified for nationals in Invercargill this year and I’m excited to go and compete.
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Tumbling
has a very fun and enjoyable atmosphere with heaps of great people and I’m glad I switched to it. I just
started working on getting double backs and I have plenty of goals for this year.

FOCUS

This term has seen some good progress in our first of four club strategies: ‘More athletes, more
engaged’. The intention of this strategy is to build our membership and retain them for longer. To do
this we are focusing on quality experiences. We have made a few key steps towards this in the first
two terms of 2022:
1. Novice competition has moved from the GfA Programme to Competitive Programme
Novice competition athletes train lower hours than our regular competitive athletes enabling them to
pursue other sports at the same time. This change better enables us to add value to our novice
competition programme athletes through increased access to higher level coaches, increased coach
education, opportunities for camps and competitive programme events, and soon increased training
opportunities. Essentially we’d love to see Novice Competitive athletes also have the opportunity to
progress towards higher level gymnastics, but at a slower pace! Our goal is to add value to these
classes so it is seen as an attractive alternative to the traditional competitive pathway. Dennise Hassan
is leading the charge here and we already have a new Tramp and Tumble novice comp class which
started in term 2.
2. Mental Skills Programme
The GNZ Independent Review highlighted a need to improve the mental health outcomes of
competitive athletes. Kate Speight (Athlete Wellbeing Coordinator) has put the finishing touches to a
new Mental Skills Programme for our competitive athletes that we will roll out in Term 3 once the
competitive season is over. This programme covers key mental skills for the competitive setting and
will have both theoretical and practical components. In what we see as a significant shift in our
approach to preparing athletes, moving forward all our nationals eligible athletes will now have access
to opportunities to practice their mental skills as well as their physical ones.
3. Injury Prevention Programme
The AWAG (Athlete Wellbeing Advisory Group) have recently finished developing an injury prevention
programme for all ages and stages and all competitive codes. These programmes take into account risk
factors in each code and will be introduced to our athletes in Term 3. While all of our groups deliver
some kind of injury prevention already, this process has drawn insights from medical practitioners and
coach observations to form a very targeted and practical programme. We will monitor the programme
every 6 months alongside out physical testing and make adjustments as required.
4. Ko Tatou Certificates
We’re pretty good at celebrating our high performers, and want to now improve how we recognise
those athletes in our programmes who live out our values. Each programme will award a certificate to
3 athletes each term who are leading the way in the values of Belong, Respect an Excel. We firmly
believe that our training culture will continue to thrive and grow as more athletes embody our values.
Congratulations to our Term 1 recipients.
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ALUMNI
This section of update is to celebrate all things Alumni at Tri Star. If you are a past member and would
like to contribute to the Alumni section of Update, please reach out to luke.dobney@tristar.org.nz

On 3-4 July Tri Star hosted a Commonwealth Games training camp for our current team of MAG athletes )
pictured above (Ethan Dick is missing as he is preparing in the US). Mark Jujnovich, who was organising the
camp, invited past Commonwealth Games coaches, judges and athletes to a lunch and to share their experiences
with the current group. The athletes had prepared some questions in advance and the conversation that
followed was filled with wisdom, humour, honesty and heartfelt recollection of experiences in the high
performance space. Tri Star has an long legacy of performance in the Commonwealth Games and the current
team were able to able to hear first hand from those who have already walked this path. Incredibly Tri Star has
had a representative at every Commonwealth Games that NZ has attended since it's inception ... talk about
legacy! The strength of relationship and respect within the MAG community was clear, and many of those in
attendance are still actively involved in the sport.
Back (L-R) Alexander Pozdniakov (Coach), David Phillips (athlete, coach), David Bishop (coach), Gareth Brettell
(judge), Steve Kendall (judge), David Lutterman (athlete), Matthew Palmer (athlete), Mark Jujnovich (athlete,
coach), Daniel Good (athlete), Mark Holyoake (athlete), Mike Ranger (coach, judge).
Front (L-R) Patrick Peng (athlete), current team: William Fu Allen, Misha Koudinov, Jordan O'Connell Innes CSG, and Sam Dick.
Absent Craig Bruce (athlete) who was in attendance but had to leave early.
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